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UNITED STATES OF AtlERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

TEXAS UTILITIES GENERATING COMPANY,) Docket Nos. 50-445
ET AL. 50-446

(Coreanche Peak Steam Electric )
Station, Units 1 and 2) )

STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS AS TO WHICH
THERE IS N0 GENUlfE ISSUE TO BE HEARD

1. The Applicants and their respective ownership shares in the

Comanche Peak facility are as follows:

Participant % Ownership Interest

Dallas Power & Light Company (DP&L) 18-1/3

Texas Electric Service Company (TESCO) 35-5/6
.

Texas Power and Light Company (TP&L) 31-1/2

Brazos Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. (Brazos) 3-4/5

Texas Municipal Power Agency (TMPA) 6-1/5

Tex-La Electric Cooperative of Texas, Inc. (Tex-La) 4-1/3

(SER 9 20.1; SSER 9 20.1).

2. The rates for electricity charged by the Applicants (other than

TMPA) are established by the Pub'ic Utility Commission (PUC) of Texas

(SER 4 20.5). The PVC requires that overall revenues be set at a level wnich

permits a utility to recover its allowable operating expenses together with a

reasonable return on its investnient and, in addition, that the rate of return

be sufficient-to assure confidence in the utility's financial integrity and

"be adequate under efficient :nd economical management to maintain proper dis-
'

charge of its public duty" (id_.). In addition, the cooperative participants
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(Brazos and Tex-La) will receive additional assurance of obtaining the funds

for operation of the facility through wholesale power agreements with their

respective member cooperatives (SER 9 20.5;.SSER 9 20.5).

3. TMPA has power sales contracts with its nember cities that ot, ligate

the cities to establish rates sufficient to pay TMPA all amounts required to

service its debt and cover all operating costs, including TMPA's share of

Comanche Peak costs. TMPA has its own rate-setting authority independent of

any regulatory agency. (SER920.5).

4. The Applicants have estimated the facility's first 7 years of

operating costs, based upon the assumption that the first year of commercial

operation will be 1983 for Unit 1 and 1985 for Unit 2. As an element of

conservatism, the estimated operating costs are calculated for capacity

factors of 50, 60 and 70 percent (Table 20.1, SER 9 20.2).

5. The Applicants plan to recover all costs of operation through

revenues derived from custcmers in system-wide sales of electricity

(SER 9 20.5). Linc'er Texas rate regulation, rate base inclusion of the

! facility will enable the Applicants to recover the capital costs associated

with facility construction (interest on debt and a reasonable return)

(SER 9 20.5).

6. The Applicants' (other than TMPA) long-term statements of operation
7

'

demonstrate the consistent recovery of historical costs of operation

(SER 9 20.5). Because the Applicants have demonstrated the ability histor-

ically to achieve _ consistent recovery of capital and operating costs for

other facilities, their plan to finance the Comanche Peak facility's

operation through revenues derived from rates charged to customers for
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p utility service represents a reasonable financing plan in' light of relevant

circumstances (SER S 20.5).
L

~ '

| 7. While icng-term s:atements of operation are not available for
;

' Tex-La, a new entity which .has~no historical operating results (SER 5 20.5),

the.5180 million loan guarantee provided by the U.S. Rural Electrification>

Administration--an amount substantially 1n excess.of Tex-La's estimated
~

,

$135 million ' capital contribution to the facility--demonstrates that Tex-La .

has satisfied the NRC's financial qualification requirements (SSER 9 20.5).
'

,

; 8. The Applicants have estimated the costs to decommission the facility,

assuming the use of the imnediate disuantlement mode (SER 9 20.3); these
,
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; estimated costs of decommissioning are consistent with the estimated costs

[. . of decommissioning found in NUREG/CR-0130 (SER-s 20.3). The Applicants

i ' have indicated that they' believe they will be able to recover decommis-
Y

..

sioning costs in the rate process, and intend to build the collection of

these funds into depreciation rates of the facility under the " negative

nat salvage" approach (SER 6 20.6).
i

9. The Applicants' plan to _ recover decommissioning costs provides

reasonable assurance for' financing the decommissioning of the facility upon

the end of its serviceable life (SER 6 20.6). This conclusion is based on

the nature of the Applicants' business, their present and historical financial

strength, the fact- that utilities customarily adjust their' annual charges for-

- negati^.a net salvage adounts to compensate for changes in decommissioning
' estimctes, and other considerations (SER 9 20.6). Also, because the-NRC' '

requires that any operating reactor be safely decommissioned when it is

retired (for the protection of the public health and safety), it is reasonable

to-assume that1those amounts will be allowed in customer rate charges ~ as

1
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- necessary and reasonable expenses. Accordingly, the Applicants' plan to

finance these expenses from customer revenues constitutes a' reasonable

financing plan in light of relevant circumstances (SER 9 20.6).

10. The 'Applicadts have provided a reasonable financing plan in light

. of relevant circumstances to operate, shutdown (if necessary) and maintain

the Comanche Peak facility in a safe condition (SER 9 20.7). Accordingly,

the Applicants have reasonable assurance under 10 C.F.R 9 50.33(f) of
.

obtaining the necessary funds to cover estimated operating costs to the extent

of their respective ownership interests in the facility (SER 9 20.7). As a

consequence, ti.e Applicants are financially qualified to operate and safely

decommission the Comanche Peak facility (SER 9 20.7).

11. A review of the Applicants' financial qualifications demonstrates

that there is no basis in fact which supports Contention 25 (Petersen

Affidavit,15).

Respectfully submitted,

f r o WM A N L .-
Sherwin E. Turk
Counsel for NRC Staff

; Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
| this 28th day of October,1981.
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